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Cheerleaders Ready; Hopes Up for Tearn
When the Lobo football team
takes the field this fall, a group
of eight lively cheerleaders will
be on hand to support the team
through its rugged 10-game schedule.
This band of lively cutups ineludes four girls and four boys
who will serve as official yell
leaders for Lobo teams for the
coming acad~mi': y~r.
The orgamzation IS headed by
lovely blonde Ellen Cullai:?n who
has bee,n !1 Chaparral durmg t?e
t;_Yo preVIous years. Ellen ha1~s
from Albuquerque a!ld h~ expenence as cheerleader m h1gh school
to go with her good looks.
The bouncy blonde is a physical
education major and "enjoys ath-

leties very much.'' Among her
other interests are skiing, golf,
and most other sports.
During the summer she worked
with the City Parks and Recreation department being in charge
of girls' sports for ages 5-16.
Autumn-haired Judy King, a
tri-Delt, finally chose UNM as her
third college to attend after spending semesters at Texas Christian
and the University of Texas at
El Paso. Judy is an English rnajor and has high school experience
as a majorette.
When Judy arrived at UNM
last February she felt she was a
stranger and felt left out of
things.
''I just decided I wanted to do

something for the school," she
said, "because I felt out of place
in a big school like this.
In her spare time Judy likes
to play tennis and ski. When she
feels like staying indoors she
writes poetry to pass the time.
During the summer she taught
dancing and dramatics at the
YWCA camp in Tijeras Canyon,
in addition to attending summer
school classes.
Judy also works in the Campus
Crusade for Christ.
Betsy Michael, an English rnajor from Chicago is ano~her cheerleader who enjoys skiing. She also
models and engages in gymnastics
to l{eep her svelte figure in shape.
About cheerleading: "I've al-

ways wanted to do it, but I've
never had the time.''
Rounding out the girls is 20year-old Joetta Jercinovic, an
elementary education major from
Albuquerque. She loves to dance
and ski.
Besides leading cheers for the
teams, the group also plans to involve itself heavily in campus
and promotional activities.
For the Texas-El Paso game on
Sept. 21 they plan to charter a
bus for students interested in attending the out of town game.
The cost will be $14 round trip

and includes the $3 ticket for the
ball game.
The bus will leave UNM at 11
a.m. on the day of the game and
will arive at the Juarez border in
time for dinner before departing
for the game at 7 p.m.
On Friday Sept. 20th, the
cheerleaders 'wm hold a dance
with "The Hereafters.''
The Hawaii basketball game in
December is another cheerleader
first. They'll sponsor a raffle for
a trip for two to the Hawaii~New
Mexico game scheduled in Hono~
lulu in early December.

"Rachel, Rachel"
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OKIE JOE'S
Discount Liquors
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Hog Farm
Road Hog

Prices Good For Thurs., Fri., Saf. Only
GEI"l'JNG READY to cheer for the UNM football team are this year•s cheerleaders shown here
in their bright cherry-colored uniforms. They'll
make their first appearance Saturday, Sept. 14 at
University Stadium when the Lobos meet Colorado
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Sports Notes
Brooks Dawaon. the quarterback of the Texas Miners, threw
six tonchdown passes against New
Mexico in 1967. He completed only
nine passes for 3'76-yards against
tbe Lollos.

***

The University of Texas at El
Paso has scored a total of 7.330
points while allowing 6,200 points
sinee the sebool started playing
football in 1941.

FOR RENT
CLEAN pleaant. room for rent n""r the
Univet"l5ii;Y. Meal~ if d<sin!d. 306 Stan-

ford SE. 1'hmle ~
,
.
:BOAIIDIOlWOll
UNM.STUDENTS-TIRED OF COMHU"l'lNG! Mod<!m '"'''"'"'mooations -within
walking dist;mce o! <:ampuo. l'hone 2432881.
HELP WANTED

State. Pictured left to right, first row are: Betsy
Michael, Ellen Cullaton, and Judy King. Top row
left to right are Bob Rhyne, Steve Franks, and
Jim Kasten.

U's Dwaine Knight
Takes Golf Wins

, NOW'THE. '
.SCRE;EN IS
ADULT ENOUGH

Freckle-faced Dwaine Knight,
one of UNM's most congenial
and likeable golfers, had quite an
exciting summer.
First of all, Dwaine spent a
month or two at Disneyland in
.Anaheim Calif. playing of all
things-Tom Sawyer at the Disney Wonderland.
Then during a brief stay in
Colorado, the senior won three
golf tournaments.
The first on11 was the Trinidad
Invitational which was a 72-hole
tourney and featured 160 golfers.
Dwaine shot 68-69-71-71 for a
279 or nine under par. He defeated Kansas State amateur champ
Larry Spikes by one stroke.
His second win was at the
Pineh11rst Invitational in Denver.
He won this 54-hole tournament
with a five-under-par score of 206.
His third win was in a Broadmoor tourney which is a one-day
affair.

.

Kentucky Bourbon ..... $2.99 fth.
Koslov Vodka ......... $3.49 qt.
Cutty Sork Scotch ..... $6.99 fth.

'

Terence
Stamp

*

Cani
White

Glen Mavis Scotch ----------·------·--------$4.49 qt.
Fleischmans Gin -------·----------------------$4.99 qt.
Bacardi Rum ------------------------------------$4.39 fth.
Sunnybrook Bourbon ------------------------$4.29 qt.
Yellowstone Bourbon ---------------------·--$4.99 qt.
Sea grams Seven Ha If Ga I. ________________ $9.99
Schlitz 12 oz. Cans-Case ----- ~~&i ______ $4.00
Pearl Draft Cans ----·------ six pack ___________ $.89

FOR
LOBO THEATRE
PHONE 243-1704

Pabst Blue Ribbon .. six pack ~~is .$.96
Coors Cans OHly .. six pack ;:'io • $.96
Millers High Life ... six pack • • • • $.96

WINES

Ben's Barber _Shop

Gallo Decanters __________ half ga I. ------···--·$1.29

and Hair Styling

Paisano Red Wine ____ qt. $.69 ···- half gal. $1.19

Appointments
Available
But Not
Necessary
Joseph Ron
Conveniently Close
(across from the
2914 Central S.E.

Specializing
In Razor~Cuts
and
Hair-Styling
Ben
To Campus
Triangle)
255~4371

OKIE JOE'S
Discount Liquors
1720 Central !5.1:..

242-2151

(Bring All Ot Part of This Ad For Discounts}
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By GEORGE CAMPBELL,
GRANT HARVEY, and
ROB BURTON
UNM's exposure Fl"iday to the
Hog Farm and to Radical Rush's
idea of a "weird Friday'' just
may have been the wildest school
opening· party in history. The
light show was a mindbender, the
bands were heavy, and the crowds
were unusually friendly, even
helping the Hog Farm set up
their geodesic domes.
The Hog Farm's grasp on the
atmosphere on the mall became
so complete that by mid-evening
the only dress that seemed out of
place were the coats and ties of
the police detectives. That's pretty
complete control, for a "bunch of
hippies.''
Local Help
Friday afternoon the Hog
Farm moved onto the mall with
a convoy of buses and trucks.
With volunteer help they began
setting up their rigging while
some of their children had the
time of their lives with a bath in
the fountain.
"Heavens to Betsie, Ralph, that
woman is breast feeding her baby
right here in the Union cafeteria.
I'm glad none of our children
come to school here.'' There were
a few stiff necks Friday.
After dark two local rock
groups began playing in one of
the domes, framed by a psychedelic light show projected on canvas
stretched over a portion of
The Hog Farm lives in several buses and trucks fitted for true
the
steel
frame.
communal living. There is everything from t'te kitchen sink to a hog
Mall Use Extended
pen on board, making the convoy take on the appearance ()f a travelA scheduling mixup between
ing community.
the University and sponsors of
"Weird Friday" threatened 'to
kill the "happening" before it
happened, but Vice-President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
agreed to extend the deadline for
use of the mall, after a series of
of excuses to cover their mis- certain length of time, and we meetings with Larry Russel, Rush
couldn't run over our limit."
takes.''
Program Defended
Supports Chairman
Ron Bell, KUNM news direcHe also said several of the
tor, termed the orientation "No organizations had come to him
more than an extension of frater- too late to be included in the pronity rush" since many of the gram.
groups included were GreekRadical Rush, which han asked
oriented.
to be included in the program,
"After new students finished was not included because at that
listening to the orientation ·pro- time it was an unchartered orBy TOM GARCIA
gram, they probably thought the ganization, said Rizzoli.
Sergio Mendez and Brazil '66
only way to be active was to be
Rizzoli said that he felt KUNM
Greek," said Van Dresser. "I and The Lobo, which represent will be the main attraction of
wanted to tell them what the $85,000 of the budget, could be UNM's 44th annual Homecoming
other 90 percent of the campus excluded ''Because they have their celebration to be held October 18
is doing."
own way of mass communication. and 19.
AI Rizzoli, who was in charge Many of the other groups on the
Homecoming chairman, Joe
of new student orientation pro- schedule don't have any means of Fiorillo, announced yesterday that
gram, said that he followed the communication with students.''
the Brazil '66 group will perform
same basic .program that was used
in
concert Saturday October 19,
Jim Dines, ASUNM president,
last year. When asked if he
at
8:15
p.m. in the UNM arena.
thought it was outdated, he said, said "It has been my policy to More information concerning tic"No, the representation was good, support the chairmen of my com- ket sales will be made available
and the reason the rest of the mittees in what they do. I hope soon.
groups weren't included was that mistakes aren't made in student
Cinerama '68
we didn't have enough time. We government, but they're bound to
week-hmg
celebration,
be
made."
only had the Concert Hall for a
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Orientation Termed Biased
Several complaints have been
registered with student orientation committee chairman Al Rizzoli concerning campus organizations which were excluded from
the orientation program.
Among the groups excluded
were campus radio KUNM, The
Lobo, Radical Rush, and several
other independent groups.
Campus organizations represented at the orientation were
Student Senate, Panhellenic Council, Associated Women Students,
and Residence Halls Council.
Several groups were told they
were on the program up until ten
mniutes before it started. Steve
Van Dresser, who was to have
represented KUNM said, "They
told us to be at the dress rehearsal, and we were there. After we
were excluded from the program,
they came up with three series

U. Radical Group
To Hold M,eeting

"~10'

Sergio Mendez Sound
Will Top 1-tomecoming

which will begin Monday Oct. 14
with a tour of the dorm and
greek houses by the homecoming
queen candidates, will revolve
around the theme of "Cinerama
'68.''
Election for Homecoming queen
will be held Tuesday, Oct. 15 in
the Union Ballroom with coronation scheduled for Wednesday,
Oct. 16 at 8 p.m. in the Concert
Hall.
Chairman Fiorillo said the reason the committee decided to hold
coronation on Wednesday instead
of on Friday, as has always been
done in the past, was so that the
----=queen would have an opportunity
to attend more student and alumni
activities.
The committee also felt there
would be a better turnout if
coronation were held earlier in
the week.
House Decorations
Judging of the house decorations will begin at 5 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 18 with the tour of the bouse,~,
decorations scheduled for 6::!0
p.m. This year the classes of 19~0,
1925 and 1950 are being honored.
There will also be a pep rally
on the mall in front of the Union
beginning at 7:30p.m. on Friday.
A dance will follow the pep rally
in the Union ballroom with the
announcement of the house decoration winners.·
Saturday's Oct. 19 activities
will include the parade at 9:30
a.m. and the game with San Jose
state at 1:30 p.m. A huge halftime show is now being planned.
The Brazil '66 concert will beColorado State and New Mexico football teams are shown here in
gin
at 8:15p.m. in the Arena and
action Saturday night at U. Stadium. The Rams of coach Milte Lude
a dance will follow at 10 p.m.
spoiled UNM coac hRudy Feldman's debut at the Lobo helm by taking
in the Union ballroom.
an exciting 21·13 win. See story on page eight.

====

Radical Rush, campus student
power coalition, will hold an organizational meeting tonight at
7:00 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Anyone interested is invited to
attend. The constitution requires
that 75 per cent of the members
must be UNM students.
Radical Rush, the organization
which sponsored Weird Friday, recruited some 120 members during
last week's membership drive.
The organization plans to take
action on a number of issues this
year.

Community College
Offers Bridge Lessons
A beginning course teaching the
fundamentals of duplicate eontract bridge is being offered by
the Community College at UNM.
!t begins Sept. 18.

spokesman, and Professor Roger
Anderson, faculty adviser for the
Rush.
Later in the evening an Albuquerque policeman was the cent{;"l:'
of concern. Officer Larry Wards,
recently cleared of wrong doing
in the slaying of Tommy Valles
during a chase, parked his cruiser
on the mall south of the dome in
which the hands were playing
for student dancers. He wallted
into the dancing area.
Pistol Ready
Anderson later said he found
it remarkable that the officer
"had his holster strap unfastened
and tucked away, as if he thought
he might need the pistol.'' A student called police headquarters
and asked that the officer be removed or replaced. About 15 minutes later, said Anderson, he got
in his cruiser and drove off.
At about that time the complaint reached Lavender who said,
"We have our own police. We
didn't call any city police to the
campus. Jack Cairns (campus
security chief) asked him to move
his ear off the mall, and evidently
he left," Lavender said.
Lavender said, "There was no
need for him to be there. I guess
he just showed up on his own
initiative.''
. No Problems
But nothing came of all the
worry and the Hog Farm, a
group of travelling hippies out
of California, briefly turned on
UNM. Their self-stated goal is
to turn people on to themselves.
"Lincoln said a pig won't believe
anything he can't'. see," one said,
"and we want to see it all.''
Albuquerque puppeteer Roy
Swanson presented an, anti-war
puppet show late in the evening.
A Hog Farmer estimated the
crowd at about 1,000 people.

Rams-Lobos
l{noclt Heads

/
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Lobo Review

"Rachel" Draws Praise

Don't go away folks, we've still got a few tricks corning!

Hard To Believe
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We have before us once again in the political arena a man
whose words, impulses, and emotions are as unpredictable
as they are uncontrolled.
That man is, of course, Hubert Horatio Humphrey, Vi~e
President of the United States.
Four years ago a nation listened half-scared to the hard
and hasty words of Barry Goldwater, the Republican opponent whom Lyndon Johnson beat in that Presidential election year. Then, as now, the theme the Democrats played
was one woven in the fears and insecurities of the day. Perhaps that election demonstrated that Americans will respond
to no other theme.
One year ago the Vice-President's uncontrollable emotions
led him to speak of VietNam as "our great adventure-and
a wonderful one it is. Our business is to make history ... It's
wonderful to make it, make history in your own way and
your own time." Hopefully, rewriting his own history will
.;.c..·- not be nearly so easy as he would like it to be.
That he would like to forget his history seems, at first
glance, obvious. There is, after all, the strong evidence of
the primaries this summer to show that Americans want
peace. Doubtless with the country's insecurity over the war
in mind he told ABC's "Issues and Answers" last Sunday,
"I'm a peace man.'' Richard Nixon, he said, "is a cold war
warrior."
Then, as if to demonstrate that there really was a new ingredient to the Humphrey campaign, he told a Monday
audience of Philadelphia students that he "hoped" the U.S.
could begin to withdraw troops from VietNam by late 1968.
He even pointed to the rotation home of a Marine regiment
on Tuesday as proof of his hope.
Perhaps Vice-President Humphrey was sincere when he
said all the things he said. Possibly he really believed the
Marine regiment was the harbinger of a U.S. pull~out.
But as we consider Vice-President Humphrey, his mouth,
and his emotions, it seems incredible that the Vice-President
of the United States could be so horribly mis-informed as to
cruelly raise once again only a false hope of peace. This is
the false hope resurrected periodically over the past four
years by every administration spokesman from LBJ to Gen~
eral Westmoreland to Secretary of State Rusk, and one that
Johnson told a cheering, stomping eonvention of American
Legionaires on Wednesday not to worry about, because he,
Johnson, isn't going to bring any boys home~ and he 1 Johnson, isn't going to stop the bombing.
Is Humphrey only impetuous and ill-informed? Or is he
cruel and calculating? We won't know until we get from the
Vice~President some of the candor he promises so much o:f
and of which he gives so little. And so far, he seems only to
," be playing fast and loose with the English langUage and the
nation's fears.

I-ll rHe~<e, ... I AM A
1'\"reRI\X ..... A ••••v\ANGL.. ....

By MARY ALLISON FARLEY
and ROB BUR'l'ON
"Rachel, Rachel," the first film
Paul Newman has directed and
produced, stars Joanne Woodward and Estelle Parsons in
what could be one of the better
films of the year. It's for the serious minded.
Rachel Cameron (Joanne Woodward) is a spinster schoolteacher
in a small midwestern town near
Chicago who hasn't fully lived a
single one of her 35 years. She is
trapped in Manawaka by a sickly mother fo~· whom she has been
caring for 14 years since her
father, the town undertaker, died.
The two live above the funeral
parlor, and at times it seems as
though mother may be trying to
embalm herself in advance of her
()Wn burying-mother is a pretty
cold fish.
Rachel has her own hang up.
She's not sure she's alive, and in
the opening of the film she wakes
sighing to herself, "I must be
dead. I'm not really alive.'' And
if "there is no existence except
in action" as Sartre says, then
Rachel has yet to live. "I want
to leave this place," she tells herself after a bad day at school.
"You'll never leave anything,
Rachel," she answers herself,
quelling any such 1•ebellious
thought.
A paralytic inability to act
ties Rachel to Manawaka, the

II

family home, and her drab existence, Rachel is unwilling to assert herself in any area of her
life, for fear of appearing the
fool.
The period over which the ac·
tion takes place is her "last ascending summer" during which
she finally confronts the frustra·
tions and the fears that have
stood between her life and others.
The filming of Gaye Rescher
brings home powerfully to the
viewer Rachel's feeling of inadequacy and helplessness, as well
as her fixation on death and the
past, The technique of flashbacks
and fantasy sequences to rein·
force this feeling is the more
impressive because such a potentially bewildering thing has been
done without sacrificing continuity or a sense of relativity.
Calla, Rachel's friend and fellow school teacher, takes her to
a revival religious meeting, despite Rachel's fears of making a
fool of herself. The exprience
at the Tabemacle of the Risen
and Reborn is an allegorical experience that seems to equate the
"turning on" ("something's happening, all over the country'') of
all kinds of people all over the
country with mystic experience.
Rachel's reserve breaks down, and
she falls to the floor crying "Love
me, love me.''
Whether or not it is her salvation, the event is the beginning of

To The Editor:
'Muehas Gracias'

To the Editor:
The other day I received a letter from Marshall R. Nason, Di·
rector of the Language and Area
Center for Latin American at
UNM, informing me that I had
been selected to receive a partial
grant of $200 to help defray the
expenses for my coming year at
the Andean Center in Quito, Ecuador.
I was thrilled with this news
and want to thank all of those
concerned for awarding me this
,;cholarship. I hope that this experience will be not only personally rewarding, but will also al·
low me to make a contribution to
the life of our University.
Bayita Garoffolo

Windy City Song
To the Editor:
Here's a little song about Chicago, folks. Great place to see
(on TV).
Chicago Cry
who dared untremble;
the trampled whole of us
groping down hard

Colling U
WEDNESDAY
Advisetn<!llt and Registration !or nll stu•
dents.
Delta Sigma Phi Rush, Union 250D,
8:00 p.m.
Omega Psi Phi Rush, Union Council
Itoom, 8 :00 a.m.
Now Student Orientation, Union Then·
tar, 231 A-E; 250 A-C; 129, 9:00 a.m.
Alpha EP$llon Pi Rwh, Union 253,
10:00 a.m.
Kappa Eligma :Rush, Union 129, 2 :M p.m.
A.w.s. Pow•Wow Swlc Show, Union
Ballroom, 7 :30 . J}.m.
Guatemalan Guerilla Prla'!t Speaking on

R..cvolution, Intt.Tnational Center~ 7:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi, Union 231 D·E, 8:00
l>;m,

upon the fevered grass:
to taste their clubs
lips:
the hungry glare of the folks back
home
teething on out bite;
how limp how tired
how trojan full vf tears,
swung from the playgrounds
and cradled in the noose;
and knows after all
the broken blades of communion,
so many nightgown eyes like
windows
drenched and drooling on the
spoori watched her cave crash
the cement crumble his
warm cookie helmet kept us

her conversion, a process that includes an abortive love affah· and
a false pregnancy before she completely overcomes her death fixation and her submission to her
mother.
As she wakes from an operation to remove the cyst that had
caused her signa of pregnancy, a
nu1·se is telling her she is out of
danger. As if to announce or reaffirm her mastery of her fears,
she asks, "Row can I be out of
danger if I'm not dead?"
Newman's directing and his
wife's acting elevate the film far
beyond the danger of cliched trite.
ness. Her characterization is poignant and compelling, and New.
man brings to his direction a
fine ability to evoke the f!lel of
reality and of relevance. As
Rachel contemplates abortion,
suicide, and the future, we are
p,-iven a completely convincing
portrayal.
Rachel finally determines that
late as it is in her life, and however much of it has been wasted,
she is going to be firmly in control of the rest of it. With that
in mind she takes a teaching job
in another town and sets out with
Mother in tow for Oregon.
The loneliness and despair of
not just smail town school teachrs but of all those separated by
their hangups from othe1· people are so perfectly communica.ted
that the film must stand as a
major accomplishment.

L<tters are wekome, and should
btl no longer than 260 word$ typ.,.
writt.m, do ubi~ BJ,laced. N arne, • t~le
phooe nwober and address must oo
Included, although nllllle will be
Withheld upon request.

firm
-oh where were those angry eyes
while mama's gas led us home,
racing like sirens back to our
flesh
the black screeching assault
the trembling annointment of
cows
cutting off their udders,
(for like peepholes the morning
sandpapers the courage
and curdles the poem.)
who knows the name of this land
anymore
we sleep and fight over her embers
and the smoke of her laughter
chokes us aU.
peace
wa.lly shamest
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White House Report Says

Allies Would Lose Free VietNam Elections
The United States and its South the State Department. He says
Vietnamese allies would probably · there is "a long haul" before
lose a ''free choice election" to the ·peace and political security will
National Liberation Front accord- be in sight.
Among other things, the report
ing- to a secret report recently
given to President Johnson by says:
(1) The nationalists are badly
Maj. Gen. (ret) Edward Lansdale
says the August 15 issue of divided among themselves and
have failed in recent attempts to·
Newsday.
The Newsday report said that ward real unity.
(2) There is no party or coali.
an official at the State Department called the Lansdale docu- tion of parties in South Viet Nnm
ment similar to dispatches from to match the NLF.
(3) The power structure of
the U.S. Embassy in Saigon reSouth VietNam is dependent for
ceived every day.
Lansdale, the author of the se- survival on U.S. political, milicret report, first served with the tary, and economic support. It
military in South VietNam as an has no clearly defined political
observer, later as a counter-in- objective except to survive again·
surgency adviser, and most re- st the communists.
(4) This unwieldy exeeutive
cently as a special consultant to

.

.

Will reading assignmertts be
a problem this year?

Czechoslovak Protest Letter
Sent: t:o Kosygin by II Faculty

THESE SKILLS WILL HELP YOUR STUDIES
RAPID READING ... In Reading Dynamics you learn to read
faster naturally - without mechanical devices and without
losing the enjoyment or flavor of reading. Nor do you skim or
skip. You triple your present rate by taking in entire thoughts
at one time.
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CONCENTRATION ..• Concentration while reading and
studying is very difficult for many people who read slowly.
Rapid reading requires close attention, and concen_tration
quickly improves so that students are not easily distracted.
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COMPREHENSION . . . As concentration increases, comprehension improves. In addition, you learn to read expectantly
for the author's concepts to which important facts and details
may be attached. The result is greater depth of comprehension.

u
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CONCISE NOTE TAKING ... Recall techniques organize a
conference or lecture as it occurs, eliminating voluminous
notes and reorganizing. Recall patterns are especially valuable
if the presentation is not concise and i£ your mind wanders.
SUPPLEMENTAL READING . . . Many people limit their
education because they barely have time for required reading.
Being able to read widely adds interest and depth to your
understanding.
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH .•. The real reward of education is the accumulation of knowledge. Our techniques allow you to continue your education at your own pace.

A Lifetime Reading and Study Program

I

\)

FLEXIBILITY ... You learn to adjust your reading speed according to the difficulty of the material, your background in
the material, and your purpose in reading the material. Different techniques are taught for novels, texts, journals, news·"'" papers, magazines, etc.

'
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RETENTION . . . A very important measure of your reading
ability is bow much you remember. Retention is improved by
reading for concepts, by using recall patterns, by maintaining a high level of concentration, and by remembering by
association.

Students bring their homework to the sessions and get a head start
on each week's school assignments.
Businessmen bring their "in-boxes" and periodical reading and get
some of -their work out of the way.
Many people work on their Independent Study Projects.

Special counseling is available where necessary.

ORGANIZATION.,. The first vital step in studying is organization. We teach the student how to organize and use varied
texts, supplements, suggested readings and class notes.

r--------GUARANTEe----.

These sessions provide a stimulating environment which will help
you discover your potential for learning.

.----FREE MINI-LESSONS----.

We guarantee to refund the entire tuition of any student.
who after completing minimum class and study require·

ments, does not at least triple his reading efficiency
measured by our beginning and ending tests.

a$

.----FALL CLASS SCHEDULE---.
Bosle courses meet at the some time each week for seven weeki.
CITY
Albuquerqu~,

DA'I'E

TIME

September 19
September 21
September 23
November 4
November 4
November 6
November 6

7:00P.M.
9:00 A.M.
3,45 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
7.00 P.M.
3t30 P.M.
7:00P.M.

DATE

Evelyn

LOCATION

TIME

a.ooP.M.
8:00P.M.

207 Dartmouth Dr., NE
Same

207 Dartmouth Dr,, NE
Same
Same
Same
Somil
Same
Some

Permanent. Pradlcll Session~ I'Uil Wednesday 4.00.6.00 P.M. and Sat~rdoy

J,OQ..S:OO P.M.

~----------------------------------~

The professors, who drafted a
similar letter last spring protesting United States involvement in
Viet Nam, are Walter Barnett,
Henry Weibofen, Leo Kanowitz,
Myron Fink, Albert Utton, Robert Walker, Fred Hart, Willis H.
Ellis, Robert J. Disiderio, Jiugh
B. Muir, and Jerome H. Hoffman.
The letter to the Kremlin said,
"The undersigned members of the
Law Faculty of the University of
New Mexico, having previously
voiced their opposition to their
own government's policies in Viet
Nam, vigorously protest the un-

lawful action of the Soviet (}{Jv.
ernment and its Warsaw Pact
allies in invading the Czechoslovak nation."
"The brutal invasion by the
Soviet military forces and the
Warsaw Pact allies has seriously
injured the cause of world peace.
We urge your government to take
immediate steps to undo the harm
that has been done," the letter
said.
Utton, an associate professor,
said the faculty members drafted
the letter because of a "general
feeling of revulsion towards the
invasion.''
Utton said there was "very little chance" that Premier Kosygin
would ever see the letter and that
it was sent primarily for xeasons
of individual conscience.

!'~¢-

KUNM, 90.1 FM Associated
Students' Radio, offers a new
sound for UNM students this fall.
Since July 1, KUNM has been
broadcasting all programs in
stereo.
KUNM offers a varied program
this year. The station signs on no
lal£;; than~ n~'l and frqm then_
until 6:30 broadcasts a show called "Collage", which consists of
folk, rock, and jazz.
From 6:30 until about 7:00 is a
news and public affairs program.
"Boneyard" begins at 7:30, which
has the same format as "Collage"
except that it concentrates more
on the specialty of the evening•
The specialty shows start at
9:30. Monday night is "The House
that Jazz Built; Tuesday is "Folkstream11; Wednesday is "The
Rock Shop". Thursday evening
comes "The Abbey", another folk
show .and Friday night is "The
Stone Garden", with more electric
rock.
On Saturday, from noon until
7:00 is easy listening music, from

READING DYNAMICS
Spon$ored by Lyceum

207 Dartmouth NE

Albuquerque, New Me.xico
Please call 265-6761

(6) The province and distrirt
chiefs generally are considerably
less c[ective than their communist counterparts.
(7) Most of the top leaders are
strongly influenced by fortune
tellers al1d President Thieu seldom makes a decision without
consulting them.
(8) Suppose, for example, a
U.S. President in the midst of a
major war had as vice !>resident
a leader who had been the pre·
vious President, who controlled
the FBI, CIA, and DIA (Defense
Intelligence Agency), who had
more influence with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff than did the President, who had his own base of
political support outside of Congress, and who neither trusted
nor respectEd the President. That,
the report says, describes South
Viet Nam's government.
(9) The reort also recom·.
mends a severe reduction in the
number of American advisers assigned to the South Vietnamese
units, calling for a "50% reduction in the next 12 months." It

lier but many of the signers were
out of town at the time of the
Soviet invasion.
He added that because of the
lateness of the letter, no other
UNM faculties or students had
been contacted in an effort to
make the letter into a petition.
Utton said that Thomas W.
Christopher, Dean of the Law
School, had not been asked to
sign the letter because of "the
particular vulnerability of administrators who take stands on
public issues.''

~ays

this would be necessary to
weed out inelTI"ctive Americans
and to deVl•lop nl.'cessary Souti}.
Vietnamese self-confidence.

Of the report, Newsday said,
"the meaning of it all is to cast
grave doubt on whether Johnson
really wants the Paris talks to
move soon beyond mere contacts
into actual negotiations!'
"The meaning of it is that an
'honorable negotiated peace' just
isn't available unless Americans
are willing to accept either a
formula under which the communists will gain political control
or an indefinite war, with no
better results promised," said
Newsday.
"Top administration advisers
suspect that knowing this, Johnson has just decided to keep
things going as they are until
January and let his successor
reap the whirlwind. Lansdalee's
report, N ewsday said, "was secret because it shows the dimensions of failure in Viet Nam."

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Contact

REPUBLICAN
COUNTY HEADQUARTERS

iN!iW

247-2214

524 Lomas N.W.

Makers of Hand Mode
·
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

"Invasion of Czechoslovakia
was a prime example of the
squashing of individual rights and
freedom, The signers of the letter
felt that they should take a stand
out of a sense of decency/' Utton
said.

DON'T BE SATISFIED

He said that the prfoessors
would have drafted the letter ear-

7:00 until 11:00 a classical concert and from 11:00 p.m. on a
show called "Pollution".
On Sundays, noon until 6:30 is
taken up with easy listening,
6 :30 until 8:30 a classical concert, and 8:30 until midnight by
the Playhouse Opera.
KUNM allW offers news and
public affairs programmiilg. 6:30
to 7:00 p.m. is taken up by news,
weather, sorts and commentary.

QIJ£d,ltami

WITH A HIGH SCHOOL UNDERSTANDING!
Certainly you would not be so satisfied in literature, history, or science.
Why should religion be· any different? It shouldn't. Levels of understanding exist in biblical and theological studies too.

Accredited Courses In Religion

Christian Student Center (Church o£ Christ)
Genesis to Esther
The Book of Revelation
The Christian Home

114 Girard N.E. 265-4312

Tues. 6:45-9:15 P.M. 3 Credits Mr. Swain
Thurs. 6:45-9:15 P.M. 3 Credits Mr. Swain
MWF Time to be scheduled 3 Credits Mr. Swain

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
'The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cords
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Havl! Ouf New
Xmas Albums in For 1968
3501 Lomas N.E.

RIDE BUS INTO FAIRGROUNDS

$1 oo TICKETS
includes round trip bus fo~e anywhere on Transit
System, and admiHance into Fairgrounds.

BUY TICKETS from BUS OPERATORS
or TRANSIT OFFICE-619 YALE BLVD. S.E.

Baptist Student Center
Old Testament Survey
New Testament Survey

409 University Blvd. N.E. 243-5401

Tues. 7-9:30 P.M. 3 Credits Mr. Baker
MWF 9:30-10:20 A.M. 3 Credits Mr. Baker

255-4989

Wood

LOCATION

N.M.

thursday
Saturday
Monday
h'onda)l'
Monday
Wednesday
Wednellday

CITY

Albuquerque, N.M.
Monday
Septembed6
Tuesday
September 17

Eleven UNM Law School professors last week sent a letter to
Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin
protesting last month's invasion
of Czechoslovakia by four Warsaw Pact allies.
The letter, sent to the Kremlin
by cable on Wednesday, urged (1)
the removal of all foreign troops
from Czechoslovak soil; (2) adherence to the principle of noninterference in the internal affairs
of that country, and (3) recognition of the right of self-determination and the territoriaL. integrity of Czechoslovakia.

Stereo Sound Is Offered
For KU NM' s Music Fans

After completing the basic course, you continue to attend weekly
practice sessions as often as you wish without cost.

Others attend these sessions for the pure enjoyment of reading new
books and discussing the author's ideas with members of th~ class. -

apparatus operates more on a
basis of intricate personal relationships and a system of corruption than on any institutional
basis.
(5) At present the U.S. and
the nationalist power structure
have dominant political influence
among 7,000,000 to 9,000,000 of
17,100,000 people, or 40 to 50 per
cent. Of this number about 4,500,000 are government employees
and their dependents and 3,500,·
000 live in the principal cities.
The communists control about
3,500,000 people. The remaining
5,000,000 to 7,000,000 citizens live
in contested areas in which communist influence generally is
stronger than nationalist influence

Aquinas Newman Center

1815 Las Lomas N.E. 247·1094

MWF 12:30-1:20 P.M. 3 Credits Fr. Barnett
Key Christian Ideas
Inquiry Class
Tues. 7-8:30 P.M. Non-credit
Seminars on Current Topics Wed. 7-8:30 P.M. Non-credit

For further information call the individual centers. Registration is the first class
meeting during the week of Sept. 16.
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Personality Clash At Student Press Meet
By WAYNE CIDDIO
A crippling personality clash
among national executives of the
United States Student Press Association revealed during the final
plenary session of that organization's national congress last
month in Valparaiso, Ind. did
much to explain USSPA's chronic
administrative paralysis.
The revelation came when outgoing National Executive Board
(NEB) chairman Gerald Bruck
delivered a caustic anti-endorsement of congress coordinator David Lloyd- Jones' candidacy for
the NEB chairmanship. LloydJones, a British subject with an
impressive background in the Canadian mass media, was competing for the office against Joe
Brenner of the University of Wisconsin, Pat McMahon of Stanford, and Dan Okrent of the University of Michigan, the eventual
winner.
The attack by Bruck came
after the candidates had taken the
speakers podium to outline their
respective qualifications for the
job and had sat through a lengthy
question and answer session that
covered everything from draft
statuses to political philosophies.

Legality Question
A portion of the question-answer
session was devoted to asking
Lloyd-Jones about the legality of
his presence in the United States
and the possibility of his being deported during his term of office as
NEB chairman. Lloyd-Jones said
he was in the country as a visitor
and that a renewal of the visitor's
visa was a simple process.
After a series of more pointed
questions and a statement by
Lloyd-Jones saying, "I do not
intend to pay your damn taxes or
fight your stinking war,'' Bruck
once again took the floor.
Bruck attacked Lloyd-Jones as
"the most uniquely unqualified
candidate for the chairmanship"
and said that Lloyd-Jones had
proven his unreliability during
his term of duty on the USSP A
national staff.

New Direction

,(

!

more than collect dues and hold an
After the exchange of insults, than weekly, and more than the black program for seven days occasional conference. The maLloyd-Jones withdrew his candi- weekly were far too general, es- and presented a documented plan jority of its members did not
dacy for the NEB chairmanship. pecially in the case of the dailies. of action to the delegates on the know what the organization was
But the fireworks had just begun. Michigan State publishes a daily last day of the congress. The doing, how it was run, or for what
Bruck's anti-endorsement anger- with an annual budget of nearly group asked fo1· no money pend- purpose it existed.
ed many of the 353 delegates who. $600,000 while UNM publishes a ing further organization of the
When the congress finally endprogram.
felt that Lloyd-Jones deserved daily with a budget of $71,000.
ed
late on a . Friday night 353
Since its conception in 1962,
.some credit for a well-organized
Dues Sufferers
tired
delegates dragged home
USSP A has been notoriously miscongress. Many delegates felt that
with
their
heads full of facts, figThe
papers
that
suffer
the
managed and disorganized. Its
the attack was an airing of a perures,
programs,
projects, promsonal grudge rather than fair most from the dues schedule are 350 member papers have had no
ises,
and
perhaps
a little hope for
the "large-small dailies," UNM effective means of communication.
criticism.
the student press in the United
being
one
of
them.
Lobo
Editor
Reinstate Candidate
Nothing Offered
States,
Rob Burton led a fight to create
Several attempts were made to a more equitable dues arrangeMost of the member papers
Many of them remembered
reinstate Lloyd-Jones as a candi- ment and the congress voted to preferred to remain detached
what
a Canadian observer at the
date, but Jones refused to re-enter set up a committee to study re- from the. national organization
congress said midway through the
the election. When the first ballot
simply because it offered nothing
was taken, the delegates foun<;! an modeling of membership dues.
week. He explained the organizaThe congress decided on the worthwhile. USSP A offered the tion of the Canadian University
outlet for their protest.
College Press Service, but it was
On the first ballot Dan Okrent black secretary priority after expensive and very rarely of good Press (CUP), then he stood on
learning
of
the
desperate
condireceived 26 votes, Pat McMahon
top of a chair and said,
22 and Joel Brenner 9. Fourteen tions of college journalism at quality.
"If you don't organize soon,
r·' ~h'lrt, TTSSPA berame an you're
schools voted for Lloyd-Jones and black universities. A spokesman
all going to get killed.''
eight abstained. Lloyd - Jones from Lincoln University said that unwieldly entity that did little
many
of
the
all-black
Southern
thanked the delegates for their
support and asked that they cast ·universities were unable to protheir ballots for legitimate candi- duce good newspapers because of
the desperate lack of funds and
dates.
After some delegates changed the shortage of good instructors.
their votes and others turned their
Community Action
abstentions into votes, LloydThe field secretary program
Jones still had seven. Four
will
be supplemented by a com•
schools officially abstained. Oksav1ngs
great
rent won the chairmanship with munity action program entitled
34 votes on the second ballot.
"Confronting White America" in
Promising Steps
which college students will try
Despite the quarreling in the to carry the message of the black
final session, USSPA this year revolution to white suburbia.
2608 CENTRAL SE
made some promising steps in the
A handful of delegates led by
direction of creating an influential Holly Devore of UNM, worked on
student press in the United
States.
The delegates approved a field
secretary program that will hopefully place five qualified persons
in the field to aid member papers
with editorial and managerial
problems. The secretaries will
work out of the national office in
And The Cultural Program Committee
Washington, D.C. and will serve
as consultants wherever they are
needed.
Present The
First financial priority (because the field secretary program
is dependent on whether or not
the member papers stick to a. rather controversial dues schedule)
\\A'ROLD l>V.lNCE
was given to providing a black
prcsltf'lh
field secretary whose primary responsibility would be to give professional assistance to student
newspapers at all-black colleges.
in
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Monday, September 16, 1968

Bus Tickets Now On Sale
For UT~P Grid Contest
I

~anna spend a night south of
the border in glamorous and exotic Juarez?
~ell listen to this.
UNM's cheerleaders are selling
tickets for a bus trip to El Paso
and Juarez, Saturday, Sept. 21 for
the UNM-UTEP football game.

Lobo Shotputter
Seriously lniured
UNM's track and field team
lost a potential shot putter when
the junior colle.ge recruit suffered
a broken neck in an auto accident
on his way to enroll at UNM.
John Roehr of Berkeley, Calif.,
who has put the shot 55-0 in
previous meets was on his way to
the Duke City when he was involved in an auto accident 10
miles outside of Albuquerque.
Roehr has now returned to his
home and will have his neck in a
cast for six weeks.
Roehr won't be able to enroll
in schoool until second semester
and will probably miss competition for a year.
He may not be allowed to compete for UNM because of a rule
concerning enrollment on a consecutive basis. If head track coach
'Hugh Hackett cannot get a hardship ruling for Roehr the athlete
won't be able to compete.

Tickets are $14 apiece.
But the game won't be the primary objective of the trip.
The bus or buses (depending on
how many students purchase tickets) will depart from UNM at 11
a.m. Saturday and arrive in
Juarez by 5 p.m. in time for a
shopping excursion, dinner-or
whatever suits your pleasure.
The inexpensive price includes
a $3 reserved seat ticket for the
game. Afterwards a victory celebration will be held in Juarez until 2 a.m.
The buses will depart and arrive in Albuquerque at 8 a.m.
Sunday morning.
Refreshments and snacks will
be available on the buses.
Tickets are now being sold at
the ticket booth in the Union and
by the cheerleaders on campus.
Oh, by the way. The limit is one
quart per person when coming
back across the border.
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Prep Track Stars
Ink With Hackett

Arizona State U. Sundevils Selected
To Finish As One Of Top 20 Teams

Track coach Hugh Hackett has
Arizona State University is the dros' Beavers came in a year
announced signing of seven track
only
WAC football team to be when OSU beat such top-ranked
and field athletes for the 1968-69
ranked in the Top 20 by the As- foes as Purdue 22-14, Southern
season.
Cal 3-0 and a 16-16 tie with Gary
They include California state sociated Press.
Beban
and his UCLA teammates.
The Sundevils of coach Frank
triple jump champ Charles StefASU
walloped the Lobos in
Kush we1·e ranked 17th in the
fes. Steffes has a best of 48-11.
UNM's homecoming game last
nation
in
the
annual
pre-season
David Roberts, Nevada state
year by a 56-23 margin. That
mile and 880 champ, has also poll.
was
the year when the Sun Devils
Purdue, Southern Cal, Notre
given UNM his signature. His
had such standouts as middle
Dame,
Oklahoma,
and
Texas
are
best mile time is 4:17.
guard Curley Culp, halfback Max
California has other enrolees. seen as the top teams in the Anderson, and end Ken Dyer.
They are Rich Richards who twice country.
Arizona State also took a thrillArizona State finished with an
finished third in the California
ing
33-32 win over Texas-El Paso,
state meet with times of :13.8 in 8-2 record last year. They lost a team which took a 14-7 Sun
the high hurdles and :18.8 in the to Oregon State 27-21 and a Bowl win over Mississippi.
thrilling 15-13 decision to WAC
lows.
Another California athlete is champ and Sugar Bowl loser
The University of Texas at El
Bill Cutshall of Encino, a 9.6 Wyoming.
Their loss to coach Dee An- Paso started playing football in
sprinter.
1941 but failed to field teams durAlso enrolling will be New Mexing
World War I and II. During
ico 440 champ Gil Perea of Val- low hurdles, 440, and 100.
this
time, the Miners have played
Phil Quinet, California state
ley High in Albuquerque who has
64
different
teams, posted 70 shutlong
jump
champ
who
has
done
a
run a :48.0 for the quarter-mile.
outs, won 212 games, lost 175 and
of
25-2
has
also
signed
but
best
To Phillips of California has
tied 25.
also signed. He competes in the will play football in the fall.

When it comes to shoes
and apparel for the dancer . . .

Come to PARIS!!!
~t.·.

CHECK OUT
A STUDENT
ACCOUNT

Ql'/""

I '
Manufacturing
Jewelers

3122 CENTRAL AVE., S.E.

'

Joe Cusanelli

STANELY LANE
7569 CLARK ST H E.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW .MEXICO
P.W'rUTifl-"

OUOJ'R

Diamond, Watches, ancl Jewelry
Complete service ancl repalrs on
, pll jewelry and watches

•...., JOSEPH S1E'N.
···~·~ JERR'l BOCK
,,,;,.., S"ElUON l-\~RNlC"'-
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SIDNEY
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STUART

HOWARD
LEWIS
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JEROME ROBB\NS
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BlliUS AI~ONSON PA1R\Cit\l\fPRODT
JE~N ROSENT~AL
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Mut.lc-~1 Diruhon by
Dar~ce M~t,iiG.Arrar.g~

b)'

MILlON GREENE GLEW CLU~STON SETTY WALBERG
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Prod1o1Cnon Sb4e Mlftl!r'r
DON WALKER
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Susah Willis
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. ' ·N.Y. ORAMA..
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ilv speci•ll'etMI$s/oufAtnold Fer I

American A.irlines, Offioal Airline of National Touting Company
Tour Management Theater Nw, Inc.
Tour l>ireotion American Theatre 'Productions 1 lr~c.
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The American Bank o£ Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Commerce is convenient and professionally prepared to help you.

AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE

All Seats Reserved-$6.50, 6.00, 5.50; 14.50, 3.50

UNM Students With Activity Card~-· Y2 Price
Telephone 277·3121

242-6501.

·l.UifLL
. ~--~-~---

. BESJ
··.MUSIC-Al.

Sept. 26, 27,28-8:15 P.M.

Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear

l"l'l

Bar.ed on Sholom Ateiehems stonuK

by

255-3090

0 (~

$

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center

2516 Central S.E.

---------.

WORLD'S MOST ACCLAIMED

Bruck said that Lloyd-Jones did
not represent a new direction for
USSPA, but merely made it appear to be a new method of operaDues Schedule
tion by the use of confusing rhetThe controversial dues schedoric.
ule mentioned above gave rise
Lloyd-Jones took the podium to more grief than any other
in self-defense and rapped Bruck single issue at this year's conas an incompetent administrator gress. The schedule is set up so
who was held in contempt by that papers pay USSPA membermany of the USSPA staffers.
dues according to their classiHe accused Bruck of perpetuat- ship
fications
i.e. daily, weekly, more
ing "neuroses within the NEB"
than
weekly,
and less than weekly.
and said that refusal to recognize
The schedule calls for the
an alternative mode of operation
was stagnating the organization. dailies (two or three times weekHe accused the board of tradition- ly) to pay $135 in annual membership dues, while the weeklies
alism and narrow mindedness.
pay $120 and the less that weekUnconventional View
lies pay $100. Many delegates felt
Lloyd-Jones admitted his uncon- that the dues schedule was disventional view of life but cited the proportionate and that the dailies
relatively small financial loss ab- were paying more than their
sorbed by this year's congress as share for the upkeep of the orproof that his view of life indeed ganization.
worked.
Another problem with the dues
"If you think that a person who schedule was the fact that the
wears long hair (Jones' is shoul- categories of weekly, daily, less
der length) and boots can't be a
good businessman and that a person with a button down collar can
UNM STUDENTSbecause he looks like everyone
else, you've got another think
I
coming,'' Lloyd-Jones said.
Lloyd-Jones; under Bruck's direction, took charge of the speaker's program for the congress and
scheduled Dick Gregory, Sen.
George McGovern, columnist Tom
Wicker, Staughton Lynde, and I.
F. Stone during the seven day
meeting. The congress lost $900,
only a small fraction of the loss
incurred last year.

USED

.NEW

- - - - · - - - ' - - ----

I.

Downstairs
at the
New· Mexico Union
Call247-1021

"With more than 150 dance students enrolling
for the fall semester, and the entire faculty
exercise happy, we recommend a visit to the
Paris-UPTOWN Store just a mile east o£ the
campus on Central. There you will find a
fabulous collection of Capezio ballet slippers,
tights and leotards. For comfort and long
life you just can't beat Capezio quality . . ,
For selection and fitting, you can't beat Paris!
-UNM's friendly neighbor at 3701 Central
NE.

fine shoes
Paris UPTOWN only
Largest selection of brand name footweat· in the Southwest!
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Lobes Drop l-lome Opener, 21-13
By MIKE PERRY
Colorado State ruined the
coaching debut of Rudy Feldman
Saturday night by taking a sloppy
21-13 win over the Lobos at University Stadium.
The loss also extended UNM's
losing streak to 10 games dating
back to last season.
But the 16,992 fans saw something new in Lobo football-something they haven't seen in almost
three years. They saw a UNM
football team play like a football team. But the only thing that
could have kept UNM's efforts
from being successful was the
abundance of mistakes - both
mental and on the part of disputed calls by the officials.
THE RAM success didn't really
earn the praise of a winning football team but rather it depended
on a series of costly mistakes and
a questionable call by one referee.
First of all UNM lost a touchdown by seatback David Bookert
in the first period. In the third
the Lobos lost a fumble recovery
at the CSU 24 on a controversial
fast whistle and could have made
the difference between a win and
loss for Feldman.
UNM also suffered a costly loss
when brilliant Ace Hendricks suffered a knee injury in the second
pedod. HendTicks was scheduled
for x-rays yesterday before complete diagnosis could be known.
Junior tailbaek David Bookert
was the main cog in the Lobo offense as he picked up 114 yards in
26 carries.
BOOKERT ALSO scored UNM's
first TD which came with 1:16 to
go in the half. The Lobos began
the drive on the CSU 44 when
UNM took over on downs. Stone
moved the team 40 yards in eight
plays and had a second down

at the four with a four-yards-togo situation, On the next play
Stone took the ball faked a dive
into the middle and gave it to
Bookert who scampered into the
end one around left end. John Lennon's extra point was good giving the Lobos a little more confidence to work with.
Rene Matison a former trackman for Coach Hugh Hackett
played his first football game under organized conditions and
scored UNM's other TD in the
process.
MATISON TOOK over for
starter Bob Fowler in the third
period as the Lobos began a drive
on their own 29. Stone's first pass
fell incompletf'. H~; passed 21
yards to Sam Scarber on the
next play for a first down at the
midfield stripe. On the next play
Matison caught a Stone ael'ial at
the 44 for a six yard gain. Then
on the next play Rene scooted
down the sidelines using his speed
to avoid a defender and caught a
beautiful pass at CSU's 25 and
went in fo~· the touchdown. The
TD came with 5:47 left in the
third period.
CSU used a time consuming offense to start the third period off
and held the ball for 7:17 of the
third stanza.
COLORADO STATE'S duo of
Larry (Lemon Juice) Jackson and
Charlie Piggee ran the Lobos wild
with their cutback running and
breakaway speed. Jackson- WJl.S
the leading rusher for Mike Lude's
squad with 120 yards in only 10
carries. His longest gain came
with 1 :54 to go in the first period
when he took the ball on a right
end sweep but cut back across the
field and zig-zagged his way in
for a 74 yard touchdown run.
CSU's Carlie Piggee scored
twice and gained 90 yards in 16
carries. Piggee finally went to
market in the closing moments of
the half when be broke through
FOlt SALE
the Lobo defensive wall on a draw
WRY PAY RENT when tnr only $351i
and
scored from 20 yards out.
down & low monthly payments yau can
hnve the pride of home ownership, build
IDS OTHER TD came with
an «lllity, and have a tax relief. Set
this charming Z bedtm., formal dining
7:43 to go in the third period. The
room & large Jiving room with fireplace;
Rams had a third and goal at the
2 patios, pa1't basement, garage, o.F.A.
hardwood floors. Clos<l to UNM. Call
one when quarterback Jerry MonSam Cooper. 265-8571: Eve. 842·8280.
tiel gave Piggee the ball on an off
Gaird•Norris REalty.
tackle. Piggee tried to led over
FOR RENT
the lineman but was pushed back
CLEAN pleasant room for rent near the
so decided to try the end which
University. Meals if desired. 306 Stanf<trd SE. Phone 24.2-4858.
was open. He scampered in unBOARD&ROOM
touched and broke the Lobos'
1JNM STUDENTS'-TlRED OF COMMUbacks at that stage of the game.
'r1NG7 Modem accommodations within
CSU's All-America candidate
-ndng distance of campus. Phone 2432881.
Bill Kishman lived up to his billing in every sense of the word.
liELP WANTED
Rbe left safety had five unassistATTENTION STUDENTS who worked
in the field or encyclopedia sales this
ed tackles from his defensive
past summer an da!so anyone interested
backfield position and was in on 12
in pll1't time .,pleyfent during school
year. .Contact H. A. Martinez, Pres. unassisted ones. He also interAlpha Kappa Psi business fraternity at
cepted one pass.
265-6791, between 8 a.m. & 12 noon.
LEARN WHILE YOU EARN in a well
FOR THE Lobos, right cornerpaid job. Exccllont tTaining for future
job. Need 5 good :men-Juniors /!;; Senback Joe Presente and 229-pound
iom only. Call Mr. CartEr after !i p.m.
Woody Jones stood out on defense.
for appointment. 296-2966.
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Presente had five unassisted tackles and helped out on four others.
Jones dug his cleats deep into
the turf at his tackle slot and
had two unassisted tackles and
nine assisted,
UNM's passing wizard Terry
Stone passed for 146 yards. He
went 12 for 25 with one interception.
CSU's Montiel completed 11 of
25 for 101 yards.
Lobo Rene Matison led all receivers with three catches for 57
yards. Bob Fowler caught four
for 43.
THE RAMS were way ahead of
UNM on total offense as they
piled up 416 yards to UNM's 261.
They also led in first downs 24-16.
Despite the good performance
by UNM Coach Feldman thought
both teams played hard but had
too many mistakes.
"I thought our team tried
pretty hard," he said. "But it was
a sloppy game on both sides with
a lot of penalties and mistakes,"
he added.
FELDMAN SAID he didn't use
Bookert much in the second half
because the Rams adjusted their
defense and took away the wide
option which UNM was able to
use with confidence.
Then he added: "Actually we
didn't have the ball very much in
the second half."
The Lobos try to line up a win
this Saturday night in El Paso
when they tackle coach Bobby
Dobbs' UTEP Miners. The Miners
had their hands full Saturday
night with the University of California at Santa Barabara. The
Gauchos of former Utah State
coach Jack Curtice put on a second half offensive display to tie
the Miners 14-14.
IN OTHER WAC action defending champ Wyoming battled
Nebraska to a 10-10 score for 59
minutes and 3S seconds before
losing on a 51-yard field goal by
sophomore Paul Rogers with only

let's Be Friends
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The college and Career people at First Baptist Church want to be your friend . . • to
help you understand the spirtual side of life.
To prove that our interest is sincere we have
a couple of gifts for you ,• . . a ball point
pen and a book, "The Go()<!fNews for Modern
Man". They are yours for the asking. Come
to I 23 Broadway S.E. on~ ~unday at 9:30 or
5:00 PM to pick them up~br mail the coupon
. below to First Baptist Church, I 0 I Broadway,
NE, Albuquerque. New Mexico 871 02.
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21 seconds to go.
The Cowboys of coach Lloyd
Eaton held a 10-3 lead after three
periods before the Cornhuskers of
coach Bob Devaney, himself a
former coach at the Laramie
school, rallied to score 10 points

in the final period.
UNM's cross-state rival New
Mexico State lost its opener and
ruined the coaching debut of Jim
Wood. Utah State was the culprit as it toolt a 28-12 win over
the Aggies at Logan, Utah.
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Parking
Changes
Boticelli

Uffizi Gallery

The Birth of Venus

When you're ready to Shell out for Pearl come see us.

268-4480

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.
(Across Menaul From Coronado)

the finest in collegiate living

0

Tuesday, September 17, 1968

Bno

The College Inn

Campus parking spaces affected by the change are loeated on the
perimeter of the campus, olf Redondo Drive, where student parking
will be concentrated as the trend away from the center of campus
continues. Biggest psychological loss to students is the lot to the
southwest of the Union, beign made faculty staff.

Radical Rush Organizes
Student Power Groups
Student power-oriented workshops were organized last night as
part of Radical Rush's effort to
build a broad coalition for student power at UNM. About 130
students attended the meeting in
the Union Ballroom.
Mter about 40 minutes o:f talk
of possible areas of activity the
group split Up into workshops tentatively set up by Rush sponsors.
The six workshops will probe the
war and the draft, communications, group sensitivity training,
cultural projects, and university
reform.
The New Mexico Resistance,
which plans to charter as a campus group, helped lead the draft
-war workshop.
The Resistance has an office at
120 Yale, SE, and offers free
counseling about registrants'
rights under the draft law. The
group also tries to reach and offer
counseling to those who are classified as 1-A in this area.
"The way the law is set up
anyone can beat it," said Derek
Shannon, a spokesman for New
Mexico Resistance.
A group modeling itself after
the Youth International Party
hoped to set up cultural projects
taht might ''turn people on," said

Barry Williams, a spokesman for
that workshop. He called for more
events like "Weird Friday" and
guerilla theater projects.
Talking about community organization, Allan Copper said
that studetns would. have to organize their own community before trying to help others. "Until
then," he said, "we aren't going
to be able to get anybody else
together."
Cooper said he hoped to see the
community action workshop sponsor public group therapy sessions
and perhaps a campus political
party as well.
A workshop to consider communication projects was called "the
one to do aU the dirty work-like
posters" by Professor Roger Anderson, Rush faculty adviser. He
suggested the group also con-·
sider communication and publicity
outside the Rush otganization as
an essential job.
Radical Rush grew out of a
suggestion in a Lobo editorial this
summer criticizing the lack of
organization among New Left
students at the University. The
editorial said that the rush methods of fraternities and sororities
seetned a workable way to organize and rearnit membership, and

that radicals should give it a
try.

"Siguing up 130 people in one
week, and getting people that
seem serious about it, too, is very
encouraging," he said.
The Rush has reserved Room
129 in the Union for the next two
Monday evenings for workshop
meetings.

No.3

Campus Parking
Change Made c
By U. Planners
The campus planning committee
has recently juggled a number of
UNM parking facilities, reassigning some lots and creating new
ones.
The changes have effected a net
gain of 19 places for faculty and
staff, 40 places f01• visitors, and
56 places for students.
Another change was placing student parking lots near Redondo
driV'e and thus allevdate heavy
traffic build-up in the inside lots.
Primary changes include the
newly-paved lot east of the Student Health Center-University
College building, Mesa Vista
dorm, and the College of Education assigned to faculty and staff.

U. Alumni Association
Sponsors December Trip

An agreement has been made
with the Central Ave. Baptish
Church for the usc of its parking
lot near the engineering complex.
Other changes that have been
made include:
1) The block of faculty-staff
parking between Johnson Gym
and Popejoy Hall made open parking for students;
2) The lot at the southwest corner of the New Mexico Union assigned to faculty and staff;
3) The lot east of Zimmerman
Library assigned to faculty and
staff;
4) The lot north of Bratton Hall
made open parking.
In order to even up the use of
the lots, faculty and staff whose
offices are in the following buildings are asked to park in the lots
suggested below.

BUILDING
The Alumni Association is
sponsoring a trip to Hawaii dur- Student Health-University CoUoge
Vista HnU
ing the first week of December, Mesa
Fine Arts Center
the same time as the Lobo-Hawaii New Mexico Union
Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Carlisle Gym,
basketball game.
Zimmerman LibraxY
Hall
The trip will last for seven Brntton
Business Adminiatrntion-Burcn.u of Dusine5S
days and six nights at a hotel in
Research
Hawaii. Round trip jet fare is Ed.Qcntion Complex
$250, and the hotel is $48 per perSUGGESTED LOT
son on the basis of two people
East .of Student Health-Unive,..jl;y College
sharing a double room.
Eost of Mesa VIsta Hnll
Reservations must be made in West of Fine Arts Center
Lot at .southwest: comer of Unlon
advance with a deposit of $100. Yaln
Blvd. or the lots bobrdering Yale
on the east.
For further information contact LotBlvd.
ol ·Zimmerman Library or Jot
Gwinn "Bub" Hen:ry, director of northcast
of the Btndium.
Lot
east
of
Library
Alumni Relations, Box 5, UNM Lot east of Zimmerman
Zimmerman Library
Albuquerque.
Lot east of Education Complex

d.
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Clubs Need Charters

Featuring
Twenty delicious meals a week-Private parking
Maid and Linen service-Close to campus
Private and semi·private rooms-Laundry facilities
Recreation and study lounges-Social and athletic programs
Swimming pool-Air Conditioning-Color T.V.-Modestly priced
Reservations are now being accepted. Please stop by and see our model rooms.
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303 Ash St. N .E.
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Our manager will be happy to discuss The College Inn style of living with you.

College Classification
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243-2881

All chartered UNM organizations must submit a request to the
Program Advisor's office by Sept.
27 in order to be rechartered :for
the 1968-69 academic year.
Information required in the request includes the organization'e
name, the time and place fo meeting, a list of officers, general membership requirements, and a certification that:
( 1) All officers are students in
good standing at UNM.
(2) The organization has at
least ten members.
(3) 75% of all members are
students in good standing
at UNM.
(4) Membership in the organiZAtion will not be denied to
anyone because of race, religion or- ethnic origin.
An exception to the 76% membership ruling is the Dames Club
whose members are wi'les of
UNM students and may not necessarily be students.

Dean Harold Lavender, vice
president of student affairs, says
that by not requiring a 100% student membership the organizations such as bonoraries can
"draw from resources" other than
students. He also believes that "by
drawing on these resources, organizations are strengthened by
the outside."
The effect of the 75% rule, says
Dean Lavender, is "to make sure
that student membership can con·
trol the organization but still
make it possible to allow the enrichment to occur.''
Dean Lavender said that the
statement requiring that no person be discriminated against in
these organizations can not be
readily enforced. He said, however, that if an individual felt he
or she had been discriminated
against, the person could bring
the matter to his attention for investigation.

UNM
Library

As classes resume f()r yet another year, Zimmerman Library will take; ,
on a more crowded nature as students return to its carrels and reading
tabels for study and assignments. Library hours fol' the Fall semester
are: .Monday tl'hough Friday, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Satul'day, 8 a.ni. to
5 p.m., and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Faculty Wins Liquor Okay
The UNM Faculty Club yesterday won the right to purchase a
liquor license, at least temporarily,
fol" their lounge at 1805 :Roma NE.
The decision was handed down
by Dist. Court Judge Samuel Montoya when he ruled that State
Liquor Director L. A. McCullough
should not have denied the Club
the right of a license that was

originally applied for in early
March.
The wife of Dr. Frank, president of the Faculty Club, said
that the club could not begin any
remodeling or redecorating for the
next iifteen days because a possible state appeal of the court
decision might once again leave
the club without a license,

Assistant District Attorney
E. R. Pearson indicated earlier today that an appeal may be made.
Faculty Club attorneys initiated
yesterdays court case as a writ of
mandamus filed against Director
McCullough when he denied the
license that both Governor David
F. Cargo, and past UNM President Tom Popejoy had supported.

